Timescales of interface-coupled dissolution-precipitation reactions on carbonates
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\textbf{A B S T R A C T}

In the Earth’s upper crust, where aqueous fluids can circulate freely, most mineral transformations are controlled by the coupling between the dissolution of a mineral that releases chemical species into the fluid and precipitation of new minerals that contain some of the released species in their crystal structure, the coupled process being driven by a reduction of the total free-energy of the system. Such coupled dissolution-precipitation processes occur at the fluid-mineral interface where the chemical gradients are highest and heterogeneous nucleation can be promoted, therefore controlling the growth kinetics of the new minerals. Time-lapse nanoscale imaging using Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) can monitor the whole coupled process under \textit{in situ} conditions and allow identifying the time scales involved and the controlling parameters. We have performed a series of experiments on carbonate minerals (calcite, siderite, dolomite and magnesite) where dissolution of the carbonate and precipitation of a new mineral was imaged and followed through time. In the presence of various species in the reacting fluid (e.g. antimony, selenium, arsenic, phosphate), the calcium released during calcite dissolution binds with these species to form new minerals that sequester these hazardous species in the form of a stable solid phase. For siderite, the coupling involves the release of Fe\textsuperscript{2+} ions that subsequently become oxidized and then precipitate in the form of Fe\textsuperscript{3+} oxyhydroxides. For dolomite and magnesite, dissolution in the presence of pure water (undersaturated with any possible phase) results in the immediate precipitation of hydrated Mg-carbonate phases. In all these systems, dissolution and precipitation are coupled and occur directly in a boundary layer at the carbonate surface. Scaling arguments demonstrate that the thickness of this boundary layer is controlled by the rate of carbonate dissolution, the equilibrium concentration of the precipitates and the kinetics of diffusion of species in a boundary layer. From these parameters a characteristic time scale and a characteristic length scale of the boundary layer can be derived. This boundary layer grows with time and never reaches a steady state thickness as long as dissolution of the carbonate is faster than precipitation of the new mineral. At ambient temperature, the surface reactions of these dissolving carbonates occur on time-scales of the order of seconds to minutes, indicating the rapid surface rearrangement of carbonates in the presence of aqueous fluids. As a consequence, many carbonate-fluid reactions in low temperature environments are controlled by local thermodynamic equilibria rather than by the global equilibrium in the whole system.
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1. Introduction

In fluid-rock interactions, many processes are coupled; for example the dissolution of one mineral may provide chemical species resulting in supersaturation with respect to another mineral, with a lower free energy, that then precipitates (Putnis, 2009; Ruiz-Agudo et al., 2014). Among minerals, carbonates are very...
common in the Earth’s upper crust and because of their high reactivity they dissolve and precipitate easily (Morse and Arvidson, 2002), thus playing a key role in the global cycle of carbon, as well as other elements incorporated in the carbonate structure (such as Mg). They are present at the surface of Mars and their reactivity controls weathering at the surface of this planet (Phillips-Lander et al., 2018). On Earth, carbonates control the weathering of continents and the formation of sediments in oceans and lakes and they buffer the composition of groundwaters through pH, alkalinity or metal concentrations (Morse et al., 2007). Moreover, they can interact with pollutants and immobilize them. For example, when considering calcite, several cations (Paquette and Reeder, 1995; Rimstidt et al., 1998; Davis et al., 2000; Stipp et al., 2006) and anions (Dove and Hochella, 1993; Alexandratos et al., 2007; Montes-Hernandez et al., 2009) can be incorporated or interact with the mineral surfaces, making calcite a potential sink for these elements at the global scale. A lot of research has centered on carbonate dissolution kinetics (Pokrovsky et al., 2009 and references therein) but coupled reactions are less well studied.

Fluid-rock interface-coupled dissolution-precipitation reactions that involve carbonates (Ruiz-Agudo and Putnis, 2012; Ruiz-Agudo et al., 2014) can be observed in situ at the nanoscale by using atomic force microscopy, AFM (Fig. 1a). The entire process is controlled by the surface of the dissolving mineral where chemical potential gradients are the highest during dissolution and by a boundary layer that becomes supersaturated with respect to the precipitating mineral (Fig. 1b). Two important effects play a role in such processes: variations of fluid composition and pH near the mineral surface during dissolution have been reported using phase-shift interferometry (Ruiz-Agudo et al., 2016); and the nanoscale rates of dissolution at a mineral surface are spatially heterogeneous and can vary by orders of magnitude (Dove and Platt, 1996; Arvidson et al., 2003; Fischer et al., 2012, 2014; Briese et al., 2017). Based on properties of the surface chemistry of calcite, backed up by supporting AFM imaging of the nucleated phases, we quantify here processes of dissolution, nucleation, and precipitation at carbonate surfaces using data acquired in previous studies (Urosevic et al., 2012; King and Putnis, 2013; Klasa et al., 2013; Putnis et al., 2013; Renard et al., 2015, 2017, 2018).

In these systems, the coupled dissolution of the carbonate mineral and the heterogeneous nucleation of a precipitate occur at the surface of the dissolving mineral, with either crystallographic control (epitaxial growth) or thermodynamic control (supersaturation will be highest at dissolution sites). This interface-coupled process may control the mobilization and localization of several inorganic pollutants in natural environments such as selenium, arsenic or antimony. It also provides a new mechanism for trapping and effectively sequestering them on carbonates (Montes-Hernandez et al., 2009; Putnis et al., 2013; Renard et al., 2015, 2018). More generally, such direct observations show that fluid-rock reactions can be controlled by mechanisms occurring in a fluid boundary layer at the mineral surface with a different chemistry to the bulk fluid (Ruiz-Agudo et al., 2016), confirming the crucial role of the mineral-water interface, where reactions between minerals and their environment take place (Putnis and Ruiz-Agudo, 2013).

Here, we study these coupled dissolution-precipitation processes at various carbonate interfaces where the entire process is controlled by a boundary layer whose thickness depends on the thermodynamic and kinetic parameters of the system. We exclude more complex replacement reactions, i.e. with generation of porosity (Putnis, 2002) and the presence of a mechanical boundary layer when a turbulent flow is imposed at some distance above the mineral surface (Liu and Deybrodt, 1997, 2001). This article is organized in the following way: First we describe a series of experiments where carbonate dissolution is coupled to the

---

**Figure 1.** Concept of the interface-coupled dissolution-precipitation process. (a) Sketch of the apparatus used for nanoscale in situ imaging of fluid rock interactions. The carbonate sample (approx. 3 mm × 2 mm × 1 mm) is fixed inside a flow-through fluid-cell (volume 50 µl) coupled to an atomic force microscope, allowing in situ time-lapse imaging of the reacting surface. Image modified per favour of J. M. Astilleros at Madrid Complutense University, Spain. (b) Concept of coupled dissolution precipitation. Here AB is a carbonate mineral that dissolves, where A is the cation that can bind with the species C to reach supersaturation allowing for precipitation of the new mineral AC. The reaction occurs in a boundary layer where the speciation and thermodynamic equilibrium differs from the bulk fluid.
precipitation of a new mineral and the process is observed in situ with time-lapse imaging at the nanoscale using AFM. We observe the formation of precipitates in all of these systems, and in most cases their growth rate can be measured. Next, we use simple scaling arguments to discuss the existence of the boundary layer and how its thickness is controlled by the measured rate of carbonate dissolution, the measured rate of precipitate growth, the sizes of dissolution sites and precipitates, and the rate of diffusion of dissolved species in water.

2. Material and methods

All experiments were performed under conditions where we observed the existence of coupled dissolution–precipitation processes at the mineral surface, allowing the simultaneous measurement of carbonate dissolution and precipitation of a new phase. In-situ AFM images are acquired in seven systems: arsenic-calcite, selenium-calcite, antimony-calcite, phosphate-calcite, iron oxyhydroxide-siderite, dolomite and magnesite (Table 1). The experimental protocols are detailed in previous studies (Urosevic et al., 2012; King and Putnis, 2013; Putnis et al., 2013, 2014; Renard et al., 2015, 2017, 2018) and we summarize the main points below. The carbonate surfaces are scanned in situ during reaction at room temperature (22 ± 1 °C) using a Bruker Multimode AFM operating in contact mode. All time-resolved sequences were acquired downscan. The experiments were performed within an O-ring sealed flow-through fluid cell from Digital Instruments (Fig. 1a). At regular time intervals between each scan (each scan lasting 1.5 min), 2 mL of fluid was injected with a syringe, giving an effective flow rate of 22 μL s⁻¹. Prior test experiments using gravity feed continuous flow with constant solution height were made to confirm the observations. However, the quality of the AFM images was lower because the continuous flow that interacted with the AFM tip produced unwanted interference. Therefore, all experiments of the present study are performed with intermittent injections every 1.5 min. AFM images were collected using Si₃N₄ tips (Veeco Instruments, tip model NP-520) with spring constants 0.12 N m⁻¹ and 0.58 N m⁻¹. Images were analyzed using the NanoScope software (Version 5.31r1).

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exp. #</th>
<th>Carbonate</th>
<th>Solution</th>
<th>Observations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Se13</td>
<td>Calcite</td>
<td>200 ppm Se⁵⁺</td>
<td>Many precipitates (CaSeO₃·2H₂O) cover the surface. vₘₚ in the range of 2.1–4.2 nm s⁻¹.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Se15</td>
<td>Calcite</td>
<td>200 ppm Se⁵⁺</td>
<td>Many precipitates (CaSeO₃·2H₂O) grow in etch pits and near steps. vₘₚ in the range of 2.1–4.2 nm s⁻¹.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Se17</td>
<td>Calcite</td>
<td>70 ppm Se⁵⁺</td>
<td>Many precipitates (CaSeO₃·2H₂O) nucleate on the obtuse angle of the etch pits. Large precipitates form after one hour and cover the whole surface. vₘₚ in the range of 2.1–4.2 nm s⁻¹.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sb-Ca1</td>
<td>Calcite</td>
<td>200 ppm, Sb⁵⁺</td>
<td>Many precipitates (Ca₂Sb₂O₇) nucleate and cover the surface. vₘₚ too large, cannot be measured.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sb-Ca2</td>
<td>Calcite</td>
<td>200 ppm, Sb⁵⁺</td>
<td>Many precipitates (Ca₂Sb₂O₇) nucleate and cover the surface. vₘₚ in the range of 2.6 ± 1.3 to 4.1 ± 0.5 nm s⁻¹.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sb-Ca4</td>
<td>Calcite</td>
<td>200 ppm, Sb⁵⁺</td>
<td>Many precipitates (Ca₂Sb₂O₇) nucleate and cover the surface. vₘₚ too large, cannot be measured.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sb-Ca6</td>
<td>Calcite</td>
<td>200 ppm, Sb⁵⁺</td>
<td>Many precipitates (Ca₂Sb₂O₇) nucleate and cover the surface. vₘₚ too large, cannot be measured.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sb-Ca9</td>
<td>Calcite</td>
<td>10 ppm, Sb⁵⁺</td>
<td>Many precipitates (Ca₂Sb₂O₇) nucleate and cover the surface. vₘₚ too large, cannot be measured.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As-d-01</td>
<td>Calcite</td>
<td>500 ppm As⁵⁺</td>
<td>Formation of precipitates (Ca-arsenate phases such as pharmacoilite (CaHAsO₄·2H₂O) and johnbaumite (Ca₅(AsO₄)₃OH)). vₘₚ = 1.9 ± 0.1 nm s⁻¹, up to 10 nm s⁻¹.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As-d-02</td>
<td>Calcite</td>
<td>500 ppm As⁵⁺</td>
<td>Formation of precipitates (Ca-arsenate phases such as pharmacoilite (CaHAsO₄·2H₂O) and johnbaumite (Ca₅(AsO₄)₃OH)). vₘₚ = 2.5 ± 0.4 nm s⁻¹, up to 10 nm s⁻¹.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As-d-03</td>
<td>Calcite</td>
<td>500 ppm As⁵⁺</td>
<td>Formation of precipitates (Ca-arsenate phases such as pharmacoilite (CaHAsO₄·2H₂O) and johnbaumite (Ca₅(AsO₄)₃OH)). vₘₚ = 1.5 ± 0.2 nm s⁻¹, up to 10 nm s⁻¹.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sid11</td>
<td>Siderite</td>
<td>pH = 1</td>
<td>More than 80% of the original surface is covered by precipitates (likely goethite and/or ferricyanide) after 17 h.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sid15</td>
<td>Siderite</td>
<td>pH = 1</td>
<td>More than 80% of the original surface is covered by precipitates (likely goethite and/or ferricyanide) after 8.7 h vₘₚ = 0.14 ± 0.05 nm s⁻¹ for the spreading of etch pits at pH 1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sid16</td>
<td>Siderite</td>
<td>pH = 1</td>
<td>More than 80% of the original surface is covered by precipitates (likely goethite and/or ferricyanide) after 1 h vₘₚ = 0.14 ± 0.05 nm s⁻¹ for the spreading of etch pits at pH 1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnesite8</td>
<td>Magnesite</td>
<td>0.5 M Na₂SO₄</td>
<td>Initial precipitates observed within several minutes and several larger precipitates after 12 h (likely hydrated magnesite phases such as nesquehonite and arthite). vₘₚ = 0.016 ± 0.002 nm s⁻¹ for the spreading of etch pits at pH 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolomite8</td>
<td>Dolomite</td>
<td>pH = 3</td>
<td>Precipitates cover 80% of the surface after 30 min (likely hydrated magnesite phases such as nesquehonite, hydromagnesite, and landfordite). vₘₚ = 0.088 ± 0.001 nm s⁻¹ for the spreading of etch pits at pH 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolomite30</td>
<td>Dolomite</td>
<td>pH = 3</td>
<td>Precipitates cover 80% of the surface after 30 min (likely hydrated magnesite phases such as nesquehonite, hydromagnesite, and landfordite). vₘₚ = 0.088 ± 0.001 nm s⁻¹ for the spreading of etch pits at pH 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcite6</td>
<td>Calcite</td>
<td>pH = 3</td>
<td>Precipitates cover 80% of the surface after 30 min (likely hydrated magnesite phases such as nesquehonite, hydromagnesite, and landfordite). vₘₚ = 0.088 ± 0.001 nm s⁻¹ for the spreading of etch pits at pH 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcite7</td>
<td>Calcite</td>
<td>pH = 3</td>
<td>Precipitates cover 80% of the surface after 30 min (likely hydrated magnesite phases such as nesquehonite, hydromagnesite, and landfordite). vₘₚ = 0.088 ± 0.001 nm s⁻¹ for the spreading of etch pits at pH 3.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The optically clear rhombohedral carbonate crystals were obtained from geological museums (Natural History Museum, London and the University of Münster; the Iceland Spar, CaCO₃ is from Chihuahua, Mexico) and ICP-OES (Inductively Coupled Plasma-Optical Emission Spectroscopy) analyses revealed their high purity, with only trace (ppb) amounts of other elements (for calcite, predominantly Mg). Rhombohedral fragments (ca. 4 mm x 2 mm x 1 mm) were cleaved directly before each experiment from these crystals, and surfaces parallel to the cleavage plane were imaged: {10_14} for calcite, CaCO₃, siderite, FeCO₃, magnesite, MgCO₃ and dolomite CaMg(CO₃)₂.

Two types of aqueous solutions were used in the dissolution experiments. Firstly, pure water solutions with controlled pH and ionic strength were injected into the flow-through fluid cell to dissolve the carbonate surface. These solutions were prepared using doubled deionized water (resistivity > 18 MΩ cm) directly before each experiment. Sodium chloride, hydrochloric acid, and sodium hydroxide stock solutions were used to adjust ionic strength and pH. The formation of crystallographically-controlled rhombohedral etch pits (Fig. 2) could be observed during this step. Measurements of step retreat velocity (or etch pit spreading rate) at the carbonate surface are made from sequential images scanned in the same direction. The retreat velocity \( v_{\text{sum}} \) given by

\[
    v_{\text{sum}} = \left( v_+ + v_- \right)
\]

where \( v_+ \) and \( v_- \) are the retreat velocities of + and − steps, respectively, are calculated measuring the length increase per unit time between opposite parallel steps in sequential images (see Paquette and Reeder (1995) for the nomenclature of etch pits). Next, solutions with a controlled concentration of a new species (such as antimony or selenium or arsenic oxyanions), with the same pH and ionic strength as the aqueous solutions initially used, were injected into the fluid cell (see Table 1). These solutions were prepared from salts dissolved in double deionized water. The pH and salinity were adjusted according to thermodynamic simulations using the PHREEQC software (Parkhurst and Appelo, 1999).

The pH of the solutions was also measured independently using a pH-meter, confirming the PHREEQC simulation results. For three carbonates (siderite, dolomite and magnesite), only deionized water with controlled ionic strength and pH was injected, because the precipitates that form are composed of species from the original carbonate and water only.

After several experiments, the carbonate sample was left in the solution to let the new precipitates grow over a period of 12–20 h. The carbonate surface covered with the precipitates was subsequently analyzed with Raman spectroscopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to identify the precipitates, and to confirm that they are different from the salts used to prepare the interacting solutions.

3. Results

Several observations can be performed that are common to all experiments. The dissolution of carbonates occurs along step edges, kinks, and etch pits (Fig. 2), and precipitates form in all cases (Fig. 3, Table 1). These precipitates could be localized preferentially at

![Figure 2. Representative AFM image of a carbonate surface during dissolution (deflection mode). (a) Topographic gradients on a calcite surface, underlining typical dissolution features such as step edges (height of one unit cell of calcite, 0.31 nm) and rhombohedral etch pits. The angle of 102° of the etch pit is that of the crystalline lattice in calcite (solution at pH 4). (b) Etch pit on a surface of siderite (solution at pH 1). (c) Etch pits on a surface of magnesite (solution at pH 2, after 12 h). (d) Etch pits on a surface of dolomite (pH 3).](image-url)
specific sites (etch-pits, kinks) on the carbonate surface (Fig. 3a, c and d) and sometimes cover the entire surface after less than an hour (Fig. 3f). The adhesion of the new precipitates to the carbonate surface is initially weak, as revealed by the fact that some initial particles are moved by the tip of the AFM during scanning. After several minutes in all cases, adhesion to the substrate underneath is strong enough to avoid this effect. In several cases there is a control of the orientation of the precipitate (calcium-selenite, phosphates) by the calcite surface, where possible epitaxial growth of the precipitate on the calcite surface could be observed (Fig. 3b).

In all experiments, precipitates initially form thin flat disks or platelets that nucleate in a boundary layer above the carbonate surface or directly on the surface. Then, these precipitates are observed in situ to grow in height more or less linearly with time, while the diameter initially remains constant (Fig. 4). The imaging of initial particles is limited by the AFM capabilities but in general

![Figure 3. AFM deflection images of precipitates on carbonate surfaces.](image-url)
particles of only a few nanometers can be observed. These small particles then tend to grow and merge to form larger particle clusters. In several cases, the direct step retreat velocity in etch pits could be measured and falls in the range of 1–5 nm s⁻¹ for calcite in the pH range of 4–8 and 0.14 nm s⁻¹ for siderite at pH 1 (Table 1). This direct measurement of a local dissolution rate on the carbonate surface is used below to estimate a rate of influx of cations in a boundary layer above the mineral surface (see Section 4). Observations specific to each fluid-carbonate system are discussed in the following.

**Calcium-selenite precipitate and calcite.** As soon as a selenium-bearing solutions with a fixed concentration of selenium Se⁴⁺ oxyanions (Table 1) is introduced into the fluid cell, precipitates are immediately observed forming on the calcite surfaces (Putnis et al., 2013). The precipitate is identified as a hydrated calcium–selenite phase, likely CaSeO₃·H₂O because it is the most stable phase in the present experimental conditions. The total reaction can be written as:

\[
\text{CaCO}_3 + \text{SeO}_3^{2-} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{CaSeO}_3 \cdot \text{H}_2\text{O} + \text{CO}_3^{2-}
\]

Nucleation starts immediately after the injection and the precipitates form while calcite is still dissolving. AFM images these particles at the calcite surface, but we cannot rule out that some particles formed initially in the boundary layer and then settled on the surface. Nucleation and precipitation occur predominantly along multiple step edges such as deep etch pits seen in Fig. 3a. These precipitates initiate as small particles on the calcite surface that slowly grow into platy forms up to 500 nm long (Fig. 3b), limited by well-defined straight edges. The heights of these islands range from a minimum of ca. 1.5 nm up to 14.5 nm after around one hour of reaction. The precipitates cover the whole scanned surface in less than one hour of continuous solution flow. The larger, flatter particles that form on the calcite surface appear oriented on the substrate and tend to elongate by adjacent particle attachment following specific directions (Fig. 3b), possibly implying some epitaxial crystallographic control on the nucleation and growth of the calcium selenite phase by the underlying calcite surface.

**Calcium-arsenate precipitate and calcite.** In the presence of a high concentration of As⁵⁺ (500 ppm), precipitates are observed forming at the calcite surface at pH 11 (Fig. 3e). Immediately on contact of the surface with the undersaturated solution, tiny ~50 nm, initially scarce, particles nucleate at the calcite surface, more or less randomly, and without any observable preferred orientation (Renard et al., 2015). They cover a significant portion of the calcite surface within half an hour. Precipitated particles are generally too small to be easily identified; however both Raman data and thermodynamic simulations using PHREEQC show that these precipitates are consistent with hydrated Ca-arsenate phases such as pharmacolite (Ca₄H₄AsO₄·2H₂O) and johnbaumite (Ca₅(AsO₄)₃·OH). The total reaction to produce pharmacolite can be written:

\[
\text{CaCO}_3 + \text{HAsO}_4^{2-} + 2\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{CaHAsO}_4 \cdot 2\text{H}_2\text{O} + \text{CO}_3^{2-}
\]

**Calcium-antimony precipitate and calcite.** In the presence of antimony, the precipitates are composed of oxyalciloroméite (Ca₅Sb₂O₇) and have an initial average height of a few nanometers, just within the limits of AFM recognition under the given fluid conditions and contact mode (Table 1). They grow initially as flat disks at the calcite surface until crystal facets can be observed (Renard et al., 2018). Precipitates are often located at kink sites on the calcite surface (Fig. 3d). They nucleate as individual particles with a rounded shape and then either pile up or aggregate to form larger particle clusters. They grow in size into larger, rounded, structured aggregates until they cover the entire calcite surface. The shape and size of these precipitates can be measured when their diameter is larger than 50 nm, the spatial resolution of the AFM technique used here. With time (within the time of the AFM experiment), the precipitates show a maximum diameter that remains more or less constant within the range of 300–800 nm (Fig. 4a). The height of the precipitates is initially around 10 nm, before they tend to grow in height at a rate on the order of 0.016 nm s⁻¹ (Fig. 4b). These observations are seen for acidic fluids in the presence of antimony; the lower the pH, the faster the calcite dissolved and more particles precipitated. The total reaction to produce the precipitates can be written as:

\[
2\text{CaCO}_3 + 25\text{Sb(OH)}_6^{-} \rightarrow \text{Ca}_2\text{Sb}_2\text{O}_7 + 2\text{CO}_3^{2-} + 5\text{H}_2\text{O} + 2\text{H}^+
\]

**Calcium phosphate precipitates and calcite.** When undersaturated solutions containing PO₄ ions pass over a calcite surface, the surface initially dissolves and then within minutes a precipitate begins to form, appearing as small (few nanometers) particles over the calcite surface and associated with the dissolving etch pit edges (Fig. 3i). In time these particles merge together along known crystallographic directions of step edges on the calcite {10–14} cleavage surface (see Video S1 for a film of this AFM reaction, reported in Klaka et al., 2013). Eventually after several hours the surface seems to be effectively covered with the merged particles, which have been identified as an amorphous Ca-phosphate phase. After a couple of days, characteristic peaks for apatite are seen in Raman spectroscopy (Wang et al., 2012a, b). Rather than passivating the calcite surface, it is known that apatite replaces calcite pseudomorphically so that a parent crystal of calcite is replaced by an apatite crystal that inherits the crystallographic characteristics....
the range measured by Weidler et al. (1998) for the growth of dissolution-precipitation process can be described by steps: (1) the release of FeII by siderite dissolution, (2) the formation of a (FeIIOH)3 complex, (3) the reaction of this complex with oxygen present in the fluid, (4) the formation of an aqueous complex (FeII(OH)2)6, and (5) the precipitation of solid FeIII(OH)3. Oxido-hydroxides accumulate on the siderite surface with the next layers of the parent. Similarly Carrara marble has been replaced by apatite in an interface-coupled dissolution-precipitation process (Pedrosa et al., 2015). Because the amorphous Ca-P phase could not be identified, a global reaction cannot be written for this system.

Supplementary data related to this article can be found at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.gsf.2018.02.013.

Iron oxide precipitates and siderite. At the siderite surface after contact with water, nucleated particles have an initial height of 1–2 nm after 1 min reaction and then grow with time into aggregate precipitates 130–220 nm wide and up to 80 nm high after 24 h of reaction. These particles are iron oxo-hydroxides, likely goethite and/or ferrihydrite that are stable under the experimental conditions (Renard et al., 2017). The particles grow sideways in diameter until they reach a size in the range 130–220 nm (Fig. 4c), and then grow in height to 10–80 nm. With time, their height tends to increase and a linear fit provides a growth velocity of 0.0002 nm s−1 (Fig. 4d), in the range measured by Weidler et al. (1998) for the growth of goethite, although at different supersaturation. The siderite coupled dissolution-precipitation process can be described by five successive steps: (1) the release of FeII by siderite dissolution, (2) the formation of a (FeII(OH))3 complex, (3) the reaction of this complex with oxygen present in the fluid, (4) the formation of an aqueous complex (FeII(OH)2)6, and (5) the precipitation of solid FeIII(OH)3. Oxido-hydroxides accumulate on the siderite surface with the next layers that nucleate and then grow sideways and upwards on top of the previous layers, decreasing the surface area available for further dissolution. A simplified global reaction can be written as:

\[
\text{Fe}^{II}(\text{OH})_2 + 3\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{Fe}^{III}(\text{OH})_3 + \text{CO}_3^{2-} + 3\text{H}^+ + 1\text{e}^- 
\]

Hydrated magnesium carbonate precipitates and dolomite. When pure water is passed over a dolomite (10–14) cleavage surface, dissolution begins, followed by precipitation of small nanometer-sized particles distributed over the dissolving surface (Urosevic et al., 2012). Dissolution of dolomite occurs by the high nucleation rate of rhombohedral etch pits that are an order of magnitude smaller than on a dissolving calcite surface. Precipitation appears to occur randomly over the surface. When the pH of the solution is lowered, dissolution occurs much faster coupled with faster precipitation (Fig. 3g) so that in a short time (minutes) the dolomite surface becomes covered with the newly precipitated particles. Outflow solutions show a Ca:Mg ratio ≠1, accounted for by the stoichiometric dissolution of dolomite followed by the precipitation of a Mg-carbonate phase. This new precipitate in time begins to dissolve so that a steady state of element release finally is approached after several days. The new precipitated phase has been identified as a hydrated magnesium carbonate, possibly nesquehonite, Mg(HCO3)(OH)·2H2O. The overall reaction can be written as:

\[
2(\text{Ca}_{0.5}, \text{Mg}_{8.5})\text{CO}_3 + 3\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{Mg(HCO}_3)(\text{OH})\cdot2\text{H}_2\text{O} + \text{Ca}^{2+} + \text{CO}_3^{2-} 
\]

Magnesium carbonate precipitates and magnesite. As for the case of dolomite, magnesite dissolution also occurs by the nucleation and spreading of rhombohedral etch pits. Under acidic conditions (pH 2) the rate of etch pit spreading varied in the range 0.003–0.04 nm s−1 (King and Putnis, 2013). Dissolution was followed by the formation of small nanometer-sized particles (Fig. 3h) precipitating at the magnesite surface after several minutes. The exact composition of this new phase could not be determined. However, Raman peaks show the presence of a hydrated magnesite phase (nesquehonite, arthinite). Assuming the formation of nesquehonite, the overall reaction can be written as:

\[
\text{MgCO}_3 + 3\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{Mg(HCO}_3)(\text{OH})\cdot2\text{H}_2\text{O} 
\]

4. Discussion

Data of Figs. 2 and 3 are schematically synthesized in Fig. 1b where it is shown that precipitates nucleate and grow at the carbonate mineral surface, many of them being located at specific enhanced dissolution sites such as etch pits or kink sites. The AFM technique can image such particles only if they are attached at the surface. The scanning AFM tip will tend to move any particles not firmly attached on the surface. As already mentioned, we cannot rule out that some nanoparticle precipitates may form as pre-nucleation “clusters” in the boundary layer and then attach to the carbonate surface. In most examples described here, nanoparticles are seen on the carbonate surface as soon as the solution contacts the surface and within seconds of image scanning.

Such reactions where fluids access the minerals in rocks through grain boundaries are common in the Earth (Putnis, 2009). Grain boundaries have been called micro-reactors as exchange of elements initially occurs here through coupled dissolution and precipitation (Etschmann et al., 2014). Because in all experiments the injected fluid is undersaturated with respect to the new precipitating phase, there is a domain near the carbonate surface that must become supersaturated with the new phase. This domain of different fluid composition is called a boundary layer. We consider here the following coupled phenomena: (1) the nucleation and growth of a precipitate at or near the carbonate surface in a boundary layer whose volume is small enough such that (2) diffusion time is small and (3) local supersaturation is maintained, although the latter is known to fluctuate and depends on dissolution and precipitation rates that vary spatially (Putnis et al., 2014; Briese et al., 2017).

4.1. Lateral diffusion at the carbonate surface and the localization of precipitates

Our experimental observations show that the first particles often nucleate and grow at specific sites of a carbonate surface such as etch pits and kink edges (Fig. 3a, c, d). Note that the appearance of the deposits at “kinks” usually occurs because the deposits pin the steps at those points and thus, inhibit dissolution locally as the steps dissolve around the deposit, hence the appearance of the finger-like morphology emanating from these pinched points (Fig. 3d). These observations indicate that at these locations precipitates are more prone to remain attached. We hypothesize that it could be due to (1) either a higher localized flux of ions released from the dissolving carbonate surface that drives a local supersaturation with respect to the precipitate, (2) or some other surface forces that stabilize the precipitates.

The question arises whether large enough lateral concentration gradients could be maintained along the surface to allow for the localized growth of precipitates. Given the AFM observations, we can assume that dissolution takes place locally, not homogeneously over the entire surface, so we want to know whether this results in high enough differences in concentration at different locations of the surface (dissolution site vs. midway between dissolution sites). If concentrations of released ions are large enough it would be likely for precipitation to take place mainly near sites of dissolution.
We consider a single dissolution site of dimension $R_{\text{diss}}$ (Fig. 5a and b), with concentration contours of the released cation. For simplicity we consider the case of calcite where the cation is Ca$^{2+}$. The same approach could be extended to magnesite (Mg$^{2+}$), dolomite (Ca$^{2+}$ and Mg$^{2+}$) and siderite (Fe$^{2+}$) and the conclusions below would be the same. We consider diffusion in half a sphere of radius $R_{\text{diff}}$ with a source of radius $R_{\text{diss}}$ at its center. At equilibrium, a difference in concentration between the dissolution site and midway between two dissolution sites, $\Delta c$, exists outwards from the dissolution site (Fig. 5b). A constant flux of cation $Q_0$ (mol·s$^{-1}$) is produced at the dissolution site, and the local rate of carbonate dissolution $k$ (mol·m$^{-2}$·s$^{-1}$) is:

$$k = \frac{Q_0}{2\pi R_{\text{diss}}^2}$$

An analytical solution for diffusion into half a hollow sphere of radius $R_{\text{diff}}$ with a constant flux at $0 < x < R_{\text{diss}}$ is given by Carslaw and Jaeger (1959, p. 231, Eq. (7)).

$$Q_0 = \frac{2\pi D \cdot \Delta c \cdot R_{\text{diff}} \cdot R_{\text{diss}}}{(R_{\text{diff}} - R_{\text{diss}})}$$

where $\Delta c$ is the difference in concentration of Ca$^{2+}$ (mol·m$^{-3}$) between two locations at distances $x = R_{\text{diss}}$ and $x = R_{\text{diff}} < R_{\text{diss}}$, and $D$ is the coefficient of diffusion of Ca$^{2+}$ into water (m$^2$·s$^{-1}$). Combining Eqs. (1) and (2), one obtains a characteristic length scale $l_c$:

$$l_c = \frac{R_{\text{diss}} (R_{\text{diff}} - R_{\text{diss}})}{R_{\text{diff}}} = \frac{D \cdot \Delta c}{k}$$

To get a significant concentration difference, for example in the range $10^{-4} \leq \Delta c \leq 10^{-3}$ mol·L$^{-1}$ (i.e. 0.1–1 mol·m$^{-3}$), and taking values $D = 2 \times 10^{-9}$ m$^2$·s$^{-1}$ and $k$ in the range of $10^{-6}$ to $10^{-3}$ mol·m$^{-2}$·s$^{-1}$ for the dissolution rate of calcite (Fig. 1 in Arvidson et al., 2003), this characteristic length scale falls in the range of $0.03 \leq l_c \leq 40.000$ μm (Table 2). The largest values of $l_c$ correspond to small dissolution rates and are larger than the size of the system studied here. For the smallest concentration difference and the largest dissolution rate, and if one considers a small value of the characteristic length scale on the order of $l_c = 200$ nm, one can calculate the diffusion radius from Eq. (3):

$$R_{\text{diff}} = \frac{R_{\text{diss}}^2}{R_{\text{diff}} - l_c}$$

The diffusion length is defined positive when $R_{\text{diss}} - l_c > 0$. For a typical etch pit side length on the order of $R_{\text{diss}} = 1$ μm (Figs. 2a and 3a), one obtains a diffusion length $R_{\text{diff}} = 1.25$ μm. For smaller dissolution rates, the diffusion length is diverging when $l_c$ is approaching $R_{\text{diss}}$, indicating that an infinite distance would be required to get a significant concentration difference. Data of Table 2 show that in most cases $l_c > R_{\text{diss}}$ and, as a consequence, local dissolution cannot maintain a concentration gradient large enough to favour nucleation near the nucleation sites relative to other areas on the surface. That a range of dissolution rates exists at the surface of a mineral or a rock has been proposed in recent studies (Arvidson et al., 2003; Fischer et al., 2012; Emmanuel, 2014; Briese et al., 2017), resulting in a spectrum of dissolution rates. An interpretation is that dissolution can be much faster locally along steps and kinks (Fischer et al., 2014; Briese et al., 2017). We cannot rule out that this may happen in the present experiments and we test this hypothesis for the precipitates of Fig. 3a, c, which are localized inside etch pits.

For calcite, the average velocity of etch pit steps retract, $v_{\text{step}} = \frac{d h_{\text{step}}}{dt} = \frac{R_{\text{diss}}^2}{2}$ (Fig. 5a) has been measured for various solution compositions, under ambient conditions of temperature and partial pressure of CO$_2$, and was found to be in the range $2–6$ nm·s$^{-1}$ for a range of pH between 5 and 10 (Ruíz-Agudo and Putnis, 2012). From the topography and dimensions of a typical etch pit on calcite (Figs. 2a and 3a, c), one can estimate the local dissolution rate $k_{\text{local}}$ (mol·m$^{-2}$·s$^{-1}$). If $R_{\text{diss}} = 1$ μm is half the side length of an etch pit (Fig. 5a), $n_{\text{step}} = 10$ is the number of steps that dissolve simultaneously in this etch pit, $h_{\text{step}} = 3.1 \times 10^{-10}$ m is the height of each dissolving calcite step, and $V_{\text{calc}} = 31.2 \times 10^{-6}$ m$^3$ mol$^{-1}$ is the molar volume of calcite, the local dissolution rate of calcite above an etch pit is:

Figure 5. Sketch of an interface-coupled dissolution precipitation process in a boundary layer. (a) Carbonate mineral dissolves along rhombohedral etch pits and step edges. Dissolution products diffuse in the fluid and formation of precipitates occurs when a local supersaturation is reached. In several cases, precipitation occurs more favorably at locations where dissolution is kinetically favoured (etch pits, step edges), (b) Profile A–B where the decrease of concentration of the carbonate cation (Ca$^{2+}$, Mg$^{2+}$, Fe$^{2+}$) away from the precipitate is schematically represented, with a gradient of concentration $\Delta c$ positive toward the center of the etch pit of half-size $R_{\text{diss}}$. During dissolution, these species diffuse over a diffusion length $R_{\text{diff}}$. (c) Sketch of the boundary layer of thickness $l_n$ that separates two domains in the fluid where the reaction constant for the formation of the precipitates is positive in the boundary layer and negative in the bulk fluid. Note that in (b) and (c) the dimensions along the x-axis are larger than along the z-axis. On the carbonate surface step edges and steps in etch pits have sub-nanometer height (0.31 nm for calcite). (d) Maximum extent of the supersaturated boundary layer (non-dimensional $z^* = 1$, see inset) as a function of non-dimensional time $t^*$ for the case without precipitation.
4.2. Transport and reaction in the boundary layer

We consider here a simplified geometry where dissolution occurs at the carbonate surface (Fig. 3c), providing a flux of species into the fluid above where the concentrations of species (both coming from the carbonate dissolution and those that are present initially in the surrounding fluid) are described by coupled equations that include a source term that accounts for the influx of species on one side, the diffusion of these species in the fluid, and a sink term that accounts for the precipitation of a new mineral if a local supersaturation is reached. We solve this system of coupled equations with relevant boundary conditions. The main goal then is to estimate the thickness $l_b$ of a boundary layer in which precipitation occurs and the stability of this boundary layer over time.

For the limiting case of no precipitation, we consider diffusion into the semi-infinite space $0 < z < \infty$ with a constant flux $k$ (mol m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$) at $z = 0$, the fluid-mineral interface. The following set of equations describes dissolution and transport in the boundary layer. At $z = 0$,

$$k = -D \frac{\partial c}{\partial z} \bigg|_{z=0}$$

and if one considers the dimensionless concentration $c^* = \frac{c}{c_{eq}}$ where $c_{eq}$ is the concentration at equilibrium for the precipitating phase, the characteristic length scale $l_c = \frac{D}{Dc_{eq}}$, and the dimensionless distance $z^* = \frac{l_c}{Dc_{eq}},$ then Eq. (6) becomes:

$$\frac{\partial c^*}{\partial z^*} = -1$$

The diffusive transport in the boundary layer is described by:

$$\frac{\partial c^*}{\partial t^*} = -\frac{\partial^2 c^*}{\partial z^*}$$

that can be transformed into the dimensionless form:

$$\frac{\partial c^*}{\partial t^*} = -\frac{\partial^2 c^*}{\partial z^*}$$

where $t^* = \frac{t}{t_c}$ and using the characteristic time $t_c = \frac{Dc_{eq}}{D}$. The analytical solution for this equation is given by Carslaw and Jaeger (1959, p. 75, Eq. (8)).

$$c^* (z^*, t^*) = 2 \sqrt{\frac{l_c}{\pi}} e^{-z^*/4t^*} - z^* \text{erfc} \left( \frac{z^*}{2\sqrt{t^*}} \right)$$

The concentration at the mineral-water surface is given by:

$$c^* (0, t^*) = 2 \sqrt{\frac{l_c}{\pi}}$$

and supersaturation is reached when $c > c_{eq}$ or $c^* > 1$ and this takes place when $t^* > \frac{1}{4}$ corresponding to $t = \frac{t_c}{4} = \frac{Dc_{eq}}{4}$. This depends on both the equilibrium concentration and the dissolution rate and therefore will vary among the carbonate minerals. Taking a typical value for the diffusion coefficient in water at 25 °C, $D = 2 \times 10^{-9}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$, $k$ in the range of $10^{-6}$ to $10^{-3}$ mol m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ for the dissolution rate of carbonate minerals, and equilibrium concentration in the range of $10^{-1}$ to $10^{3}$ mol m$^{-3}$, the characteristic length $l_c$ varies in the range of $3 \times 10^{-8}$ to $4 \times 10^{-2}$ m and the characteristic time scale $t_c$ varies in the range between less than one second to $2 \times 10^6$ s. This indicates that precipitates could form immediately in some systems, whereas when the equilibrium concentration to precipitate a new mineral is large or when the dissolution rate is small, the critical time to reach supersaturation will be large enough such that no precipitate will be observed after several hours in the AFM experiments.

By solving Eq. (10) numerically, it is shown that the concentration will always increase with time and distance from the mineral surface. The consequence is that the thickness $l_b$ of the boundary
layer where supersaturation is maintained increases with time (Fig. 5d), without reaching a steady-state as long as the fluid is stagnant or if a constant concentration is imposed at some distance from the mineral surface. This is possible as long as there is an infinite water reservoir above the mineral surface. For the case where there is another mineral at a given distance or any other boundary with a fixed concentration, the value of \( t_p \) will be limited by such a boundary and the whole volume of water between the boundaries might become supersaturated as long as dissolution continues.

Since precipitates do form in the boundary layer, it is possible to add a sink term to Eq. (10). For precipitation close to the equilibrium concentration, where we can assume that the rate of precipitation has the form \( k_{p}(C - C_{eq}) \) where \( k_{p} \) is a measured precipitation rate (mol m\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\)), the numerical solution of Eq. (10) shows that \( t_p \) will still increase with time, more slowly than if no precipitates formed, and will not reach a steady state. Similarly, if one adds the diffusion of a species \( A \) from the mineral surface to the boundary layer, and the diffusion of another species \( B \) from the bulk solution to the boundary layer and the formation of precipitates whose rate is given by \( k_{p}(C_{AB} - C_{eq,AB}) \), the thickness of the boundary layer will also increase with time, without reaching steady-state, although exceedingly slowly for higher values of \( k_{p} \).

These results are now applied for the various carbonate systems for which AFM experiments allow to measure the local dissolution rate and where precipitates are observed. The two characteristic parameters \( t_L \) and \( t_e \) control the time scale and thickness of the boundary layer, respectively. In Table 2, these two parameters are represented for the seven carbonate systems considered in the present study. We consider here that the precipitation of the new phase is slower than the dissolution of the carbonate, as it is observed with these systems. The characteristic time required to reach supersaturation on the surface can vary between less than a second for the calcite-antimony system to several hours for the calcite-carbonate system. Overall this approach indicates that in some cases precipitates will form faster in the experiments, and in other cases it will take several hours. However, in some cases precipitates are observed faster than predicted (for example for the calcite-arsenic system). This could be due to the initial formation of a phase with lower solubility than what is observed after 12 h, when Raman spectroscopy was used to identify it or to the lack of well-characterized solubility data for the hydrated phases in the calcium-arsenic system. For magnesite, which has a much lower dissolution rate, precipitates form much later than when compared to the dolomite case. For the smallest time scales below 1.5 min, the characteristic times are smaller than the time intervals used to scan the carbonate surface and precipitates form immediately upon injection of the fluid, which is observed in the experiments.

Note that here we have made the assumptions that the nucleation and precipitations of the new phase are slower than dissolution of the carbonate, and that the surface of the carbonate does not become passivated because of the accumulation of precipitates, although dissolution rates may decrease in time. In all systems, at the time required to reach supersaturation, the boundary layer reaches a characteristic thickness from sub-micrometer to several hundred of micrometers or even several millimeters for the arsenic-calcite system. In the case of reduction the dissolution rate of the carbonate due to surface passivation, the characteristic length and time scales would increase.

The evolution of a mineral-fluid boundary layer is a dynamic process where ion concentrations will vary dependent on dissolution and precipitation rates. Using phase shift interferometry it has been shown that the composition of the boundary layer differs vastly from the bulk solution (Putnis et al., 2005; Ruiz-Agudo et al., 2016).

5. Conclusion

Series of experiments where dissolution of carbonates can be observed in situ under ambient conditions have demonstrated that when the cation present in the carbonate is released, it can bind with other chemical species and precipitate as new phases that grow in the form of nanoparticles. These phases are either hydrated minerals made of the same compounds as in the carbonate, or can trap species present in the water such as arsenic, selenium, antimony or phosphate. This so-called interface-coupled dissolution–precipitation process is controlled by the presence of a fluid boundary layer characterized by two non-dimensional numbers: a characteristic length scale and a characteristic formation time (see Table 2). This boundary layer does not reach an equilibrium thickness if the fluid above is static and its thickness grows continuously with time as dissolution of the carbonate proceeds. At the mineral surface, the new precipitates tend to attach at sites where the surface energy is higher (i.e. where the surface is rougher). In most cases, the carbonate surface does not have an initial control on the orientation of the new particles. These particles initially grow as flat platelets, up to 100–200 nm wide and several nanometers thick, that then grow in height to reach several tens of nanometers, a size where crystallographic facets can often be observed under the AFM.

This interface-coupled process that occurs in a micro-reactor, the boundary layer, controls many transformations of carbonate minerals in shallow Earth environments. It happens locally even if the fluid is undersaturated with respect to the new precipitates at the macroscopic scale. This phenomenon has important environmental implications for the trapping of pollutants (arsenic, selenium, antimony, phosphate) on calcite surfaces. It has also implications on how dissolved species are released into the pore fluids, as some of them will be trapped as new phases at the mineral surface, leading to the observations that the dissolution of carbonates could appear as an incongruent process at the macroscopic scale because some of the released species become trapped in the form of new minerals precipitated at the carbonate surface.
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